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Opportunity Touted in Crypto Play
Cryptocurrency-index fund operator Bitwise has begun 

marketing its largest product to hedge funds.
The effort ties in with a plan by the San Francisco firm to list 

its Bitwise 10 Crypto Index Fund on OTC Markets’ OTCQX Best 
Markets exchange. 

The pitch to hedge fund managers is that they could invest 
in the entity via private placements even after it goes public. 
Those shops, in turn, could take advantage of an under-the-
radar market inefficiency while avoiding the hassles typically 
associated with cryptocurrency exposures.

Early indications are that the effort is attracting strong inter-
est both from hedge fund firms and proprietary-trading opera-
tions.

The Bitwise 10 vehicle currently runs about $40 million, 
and like Bitwise’s other offerings has been heavily marketed 
through wealth managers. Bitwise unveiled its plan to list the 
entity in March and could complete the process in the second 
half.

Why would hedge fund operators be interested? Consider 
the case of Grayscale Investments, which ranks as the largest 
manager of cryptocurrency funds with $3.9 billion in 10 ve-
hicles. Four of those entities trade on OTC Markets exchanges, 
each with a share price that is consistently far higher than its 
underlying net asset value. The price of entry for private place-
ments, by contrast, is asset value plus a management fee.

Under U.S. securities law, investors must hold their privately 
purchased shares for 12 months in instances where the vehicles 
don’t report to the SEC, as appears to be the case for Bitwise 10, 
or six months for those that do report. But they then can sell 
the positions publicly at the quoted prices.

And institutional investors, including hedge fund firms, ap-
pear to love the idea. Grayscale began reporting to the SEC in 
January, bringing the window for sales of its privately placed 

shares down to six months. It raised $504 million overall in the 
first quarter, with 88% of that amount coming from institution-
al clients, and reported another $431 million in April and May.

According to OTC Markets, 27% of the total shares in Gray
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Horton Point Product Offers LP LiquidityHorton Point is undertaking a novel e� ort to help hedge fund investors borrow 
against their positions, rather than cashing out of them.� e New York operation, led by Dimitri Sogoloff, plans to launch the program in 
a few months under the name Gallery Enhanced Alpha. � e play: to act as a bridge 
between investors who need access to cash and large � nancial institutions capable 
of o� ering it.

� e initiative would see Horton Point originate nonrecourse loans via banks, 
with the borrowers — typically wealthy individuals — pledging shares in single 
hedge funds as collateral. Horton also would serve as a risk-management interme-
diary for the lenders. It already has lined up several major administrators, custodi-
ans and money-center banks to support the e� ort.Sogolo�  and his team began developing Gallery Enhanced Alpha before the

See HORTON on Page 7Whipsaw Year Turning Upbeat for CASCAS Investment and its limited partners have been on a ride for the ages this year, 
and its investors have rewarded the long-term value manager for holding its posi-
tions during the extreme volatility of recent months.Over several weeks in February and March, the � rm’s � agship fund, Sosin 
Partners, su� ered a panic-inducing loss of about 75%, pushing its assets down to 
about $300 million. But because it uses little leverage, the � rm faced no margin 
call from its prime broker, BTIG, and thus wasn’t forced to realize any of those 
losses.

Indeed, both CAS and its limited partners embraced the buying opportunity. 
From March 10 to March 20, the � rm took in $135 million of new capital. Sosin 
has since recovered nearly all of its losses, gaining 35.2% in April and nearly 20% in 
May. Its year-to-date loss through May stood at 4%. � at tracks closely to the S&P 
500 Index, which was down 5% through May. A� er starting the year with about

See UPBEAT on Page 4Work From Home Working Well for ManyDespite a long-standing disdain in the investment world for working from home, 
the transition to dining-room tables during the coronavirus crisis has gone surpris-
ingly well.

“� e conclusion for many is that the main engine of their businesses has contin-
ued to work,” executive recruiter Odyssey Search Partners wrote in a recent update 
to clients a� er surveying hundreds of industry professionals. “Organizations have 
been able to manage their investments or handle their portfolio companies even in 
this remote setup.”� e new recognition of the feasibility of working remotely could have long-last-
ing implications as employers consider whether they need to maintain large, costly 
o�  ces in New York and other cities.“Although most � rms have typically had strong anti-WFH cultures, attitudes 
towards WFH have markedly changed over recent months,” wrote Odyssey Search, 
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Lindsey Douglas started this month as founder and chief executive of Dallas-based Phoenix Strategic Capital, a new a�  liate of broker-dealer Castle Hill Capital. � e new role has Douglas raising capital for both new and established alternative-investment � rms, with an emphasis on coverage of clients in Texas. She had been serving in a placement-agent role at Profor Advisors since 2012, marketing hedge funds and private equity vehicles to investors worldwide. She also has worked at Morgan Stanley. New York-based Castle Hill is led by president Andrew Saunders.

Prime-broker Triad Securities has set a June 15 date for some sta�  to resume working from its Lower Manhattan headquarters, following state guidelines 
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scale’s flagship Grayscale Bitcoin Trust currently are restrict-
ed. The vehicle’s over-the-counter shares have commanded 
an average premium of 39.6% to net asset value since they 
became available in 2015. On June 1, they were trading at a 
24.1% premium, according to Bloomberg.

Grayscale Bitcoin Trust had net assets of $3.4 billion on 
June 1.

Grayscale’s next-largest fund is Grayscale Ethereum Trust, 
with net assets of $331 million. That vehicle was trading at 
a 489% premium on May 29. The firm’s other two over-the-
counter vehicles have been trading at premiums of 27.2% and 
137%.

In fact, Grayscale’s funds have only traded below their net 
asset values for three days ever — all for Grayscale Bitcoin 
Trust and none since 2017. And the lowest it got was mi-
nus-34 bp.

The premiums reflect a situation in which individuals want 
cryptocurrency exposures but without the potential risks of 
owning digital assets themselves. At the same time, large 
hedge fund managers typically consider the investment tools, 
services and regulatory environment surrounding that mar-
ket to be too insecure and unseasoned to justify direct com-
mitments of client capital.

Enter cryptocurrency-focused operations including Bit-
wise and Grayscale, which increasingly are competing for the 
attention of those shops. And J.P. Morgan agreed in April to 
offer banking services to two major cryptocurrency exchang-
es, a move other leading banks have avoided because of legal 
concerns.

At the same time, notoriously volatile digital-asset values 
have shown resiliency during the coronavirus pandemic. 
While the Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto Index lost 58.5% from 
Feb. 15 to March 16, it was up 34% from Jan. 1 to May 31 — 
versus a 5% loss for the S&P 500 Index.

Tudor Investment also made waves last month by telling 

limited partners it would move a modest amount of capital 
into cryptocurrency futures.

As for Bitwise, the firm believes its offering is substantially 
differentiated from Grayscale’s. That’s because the Bitwise 10 
vehicle tracks an internal index of the 10 largest cryptocur-
rencies. The upshot is that once listed, it would be the only 
digital-asset index fund available across all U.S. brokerage ac-
counts.

Grayscale’s most comparable vehicle is the $34 million 
Grayscale Digital Large Cap Fund, which aims to invest in 
cryptocurrencies representing the top 70% of the market. But 
the firm doesn’t claim to follow a true index for that entity, 
which it has been touting via a national marketing campaign 
since listing it in November.

Bitwise 10’s privately placed shares presumably would 
have a 12-month holding period at the outset.

Bitwise is led by Hunter Horsley, a former Facebook and 
Instagram project manager who founded the firm in 2016. 
Advising on the effort to list the Bitwise 10 fund is Annema-
rie Tierney, who in November set up a consulting firm called 
Liquid Advisors in Highlands, N.J. As general counsel of the 
former SecondMarket, today known as Digital Currency Group, 
she earlier headed the legal and regulatory efforts that re-
sulted in the approval of Grayscale Bitcoin Trust’s over-the-
counter listing.

Bitwise’s main mode of fund distribution has been a 
sales staff of eight who each month place some 2,000 calls 
to financial advisors working on behalf of accredited inves-
tors. Its head of business development is Mick McLaughlin, 
who earlier headed exchange-traded fund distribution at 
Deutsche Bank.

In addition to Bitwise 10, the firm manages three smaller 
passive digital asset vehicles and sub-advises a cryptocur-
rency index fund for Morgan Creek Capital. It also is among 
numerous firms, including Grayscale, that have sought SEC 
permission, so far unsuccessfully, to manage exchange-trad-
ed funds that invest in digital assets. 


